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Grid systems, including Condor DAGMan [1] [2], Taverna [3]
Abstract- Computational science increasingly relies on the
execution of workflows in distributed networks to solve complex
applications. However, the heterogeneity of resources in these
environments

complicates

resource

management

and

the

scheduling of such applications. Sophisticated scheduling policies
are being developed for workflows, but they have had little
impact

in

practice

because

their

integration

into

existing

[4], Triana [5], Karajan [6] and Pegasus [7].
Traditionally, significant effort has been put into developing
scheduling policies for workflows, such as Heterogeneous
Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) [8] [9], Balanced Minimum
Completion Time (BMCT) [10], Min-Min [11], and DAGmap

workflow engines is complex and time consuming as each policy

[12]. However, little attention has been paid to linking

has to be individually ported to a particular workflow engine. In

workflow scheduling policies with existing workflow engines.

addition, choosing a particular scheduling policy is difficult, as
factors like machine availability, workload, and communication

In

addition,

when

studying

scheduling

policies,

most

volume between tasks are difficult to predict. In this paper, we

research has been oriented towards evaluating and improving

describe SchedFlow, a tool that integrates scheduling policies into

the application's makespan (the time difference between the

workflow engines such as Taverna, DAGMan or Karajan. We

start and finish of the workflow application). However, that

show how SchedFlow was used to take advantage of different

research has not taken into account several factors that may

scheduling policies at different times, depending on the dynamic
workload of the workflows. Our experiments included two real
workflow applications and four different scheduling policies. We
show that no single scheduling policy is the best for all scenarios,
so tools like SchedFlow can improve performance by providing
flexibility when scheduling workflows.
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I.

in

the

convenience

cost

INTRODUCTION

We used SchedFlow to systematically assess the influence
of one of a key factor that affects the application makespan;

varying the initial workload we considered two different initial

of

complex

reasons,

applications.

scientists

typically

For
run

workflow applications [4] [13] in distributed environments
such as multiclusters, Grids or Clouds.
A workflow application consists of a collection of jobs to be
executed in a partial order determined by control and data
dependencies. Although the characteristics of workflows may
vary, a simple approach to model a workflow is by means of a
directed acyclic graph (DAG).
Executing this type of application requires two components:
a workflow scheduling policy and a workflow engine for
ensuring the correct execution order of these tasks.
Several workflow engines are currently being used to
support the execution of workflow applications on clusters and

'

several of the existing workflow engines.

specifically, we evaluated the effect of varying the initial

development
and

appearing/disappearing dynamically). And not all of the
studied scheduling policies can be reasonably implemented on

workload for two different real workflow applications. By

Workflow-based technologies have become an important
aid

affect the application performance (such as workload size,
inaccurate computing and communication times, and machines

input data for each of the studied applications (400MB and
1024MB).

Not surprisingly, we found that under different

workloads, an application will show different behaviors under
a given scheduling policy. Therefore, applications can benefit
from

tools

like

dynamically

to

SchedFlow
choose

as

different

they

allow

scheduling

applications
policies

for

different applications depending on what is happening at
execution time.
SchedFlow allows users to specifY a wide variety of
workflow scheduling policies through a well-defined API, and
integrates the user-defined policy with a workflow engine
system. SchedFlow transparently handles the various system
events of the underlying workflow engine, and allows the user
to focus on the main workflow scheduling algorithm.
Based

on

a

layered

architecture,

SchedFlow's

implementation is portable across different workflow engine

This work was supported by MEyC-Spain under contract TIN 2007-64974.

systems. Currently SchedFlow works with Condor DAGMan,
Taverna, and Karajan.

After getting that information, another task is sent to the
workflow engine if the scheduling is static or to the Scheduler

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes the general SchedFlow architecture and Section 3
describes the Task Monitoring system we developed to deal
with runtime events. Section 4 presents our experiments and
the results we obtained. Section 5 sets out the related work.

if the scheduling policy is dynamic. If there is a failure in the
execution of a task, the Observer will signal the Scheduler to
remap the whole failed task's sub-tree in the static case, or
only remap the failed tasks in the dynamic case.

Scheduler: This module is responsible for mapping tasks
Scheduler uses the

onto machines. As shown in Figure 1, the

Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.

scheduling policies defined by the user. The scheduler returns
a list of scheduled tasks according to the scheduling algorithm

II. SCHEDFLOW ARCHITECTURE

selected to run the workflow. This mapping is sent to the

In this section, we describe the architecture and available
interfaces in SchedFlow. We also explain how users can

Controller so it can send the scheduled tasks to the workflow
engine to be run.

integrate new scheduling policies into SchedFlow without

API: SchedFlow provides an API to the user that allows the

changing either the workflow engine architecture or the user

integration of scheduling policies for workflows without the

application.

Figure

need to modifY the workflow engine. The user has to

(Controller,

Observer,

execution

of

a

1

shows
and

workflow's

the

three

Scheduler),
tasks.

main
that

modules

allow

the

implement their scheduling policy (or policies) as a C++

has

two

function that will call the appropriate methods provided by

SchedFlow

interfaces, one dedicated to the integration of scheduling

SchedFlow. This user scheduling policy is loaded as a

policies, and another one to link our system to a workflow

dynamic library by the Scheduler module, which will invoke it

engine

(Adaptors).

as needed. Both static and dynamic policies can be integrated
into SchedFlow.

Adaptors: These modules provide an interface to allow the
connection of different workflows engines, taking advantage
of the services provided by those workflow engines (such as
launching a task for its execution). So far SchedFlow includes
adaptors for three workflow engines,

namely DAGMan,

Taverna, and Karajan.
The

adaptors link SchedFlow to the different workflow

engines. Figure 2 shows the three main adaptor services that
are used to obtain the information necessary to SchedFlow.

Figure 1. SchedFlow General Architecture.

Controller: This module is responsible for storing workflow
task_list, and sending these tasks to the Scheduler

tasks in the

module for planning. The Controller module remains active

WORKFLOW ENGINE

waiting for the Scheduler module to send the result of
mapping the tasks. Once received, tasks mappings are sent to
the workflow engine to be executed.

Observer: This module is responsible for managing the
resource list used by the Scheduler module to schedule tasks.
Additionally, this module monitors the logs in order to get
information on the events that affect the tasks that are being
executed, and informs the Controller module of the tasks that
have finished correctly.

Figure 2. Workflow Engine Interface.
We now explain the services implemented by the

Adaptors,

and shown in Figure 2.

Task's Adaptor: This service interacts with the Controller
module, sending out the tasks mapped to the corresponding
workflow engine.
a. In the case of Condor DAGMan, the
command is used.

condor_submit_dag

b. In the case of Triana, the

run_worliflow command is

used.
c. In the case of Taverna, the job _submission command is
used.

obtain

the

resources

available

from

the

execution

a. In the case of Condor DAGMan, the

condor_status

command is used.
b. In the case of Triana, the

TrianaV3Resources directory

is used.
c. In the case Taverna, the

g_resource command is used.

Event adaptor: This service is required for the Observer and
Scheduler modules to reschedule tasks when an unexpected
event occurs in the machine running them (these events are
detailed in Section 3); this information is provided for each
workflow engine accordingly.

log indicating the task's status.
b. In case of Triana, we use the show"'properties tool of
information

the task's that provides their status at runtime.

log_book_data content is

used.

Failed Task: a task that was sent to a computing resource
and running might fail due to a variety of reasons (evicted
from the system, due to a machine or network failure, for
example). In all these cases, the task will be considered as
failed because SchedFlow can no longer wait for it to finish
successfully. SchedFlow manages this event by rescheduling
the task to a new resource, using the

unmapO function.

These actions are carried out by SchedFlow in a transparent
this Task Monitoring option can be switch off by the user, but
that would mean that the user should be aware of the task that
fails and resubmit it.

Given that workflows may have

thousands of tasks, manual error handling can be difficult.
While each workflow engine has its own notation for

(by

Observer to allow SchedFlow to react to different

events occurring while the tasks of the workflow are running.

Observer has the log_monitorO function which allows

dealing with dynamic scheduling policies and performing
rescheduling. If a task finishes with a state different than

Done, the Observer checks what event happened (events are

using

the

set_wofliflowO function). SchedFlow will

translate the workflow into an internal structure that contains
all the details about workflow tasks and their dependencies.
Similarly, the resources, specific to each Workflow Engine,
are obtained with the

getJesourceO function, which will

translate the information provided by each workflow engine
into an internal structure.
Scheduling algorithms for workflows usually need accurate
estimates of the execution time of the task on each potential

described later in this section) and reacts accordingly.
In the previous section, we defined the requirements for a
workflow engine, and now we describe the flow that each task
must follow to be executed. We also describe what happens
when an event occurs at runtime.

machine, as well as accurate estimates of the communication
time between each pair of connected tasks in the workflow.
This data is needed because execution time is commonly a
function of the size and properties of the input data. And
communication

Runtime events, such as task suspensions, are monitored by
SchedFlow. When a task belonging to the workflow is ready

(ready state) as its dependencies are satisfied,

SchedFlow assigns the task to a computing resource through
the Scheduler module, putting this task on the list of mapped
tasks

action.

these different notations by using the corresponding adaptor

TASK MONITORING

In this section, we describe the task monitoring carried out

to be executed

unmapO function.

representing workflows, ShedFlow is capable of reading the
III.

The

rescheduled to a new resource, using the

way and no user intervention is needed. It is worth noting that

a. In the case of DAGMan, events are obtained from the

c. In the case of Taverna, the

SchedFlow uses the

Observer module, so when this event occurs, the task might be
The Scheduler is responsible for performing this corrective

environment as seen by the each workflow engine.

by the

The consequence is a delay in the conclusion of the whole
application. To support this event,

Resource Adaptor: This service allows the Observer module
to

executing machine, so that the task is suspended for a random
period of time.

(mapped_list).

times

depend

on

the

volume

of

data

transferred.
In the homogeneous case, it can be assumed that each task
performs identically on each target machine. Therefore, a
single estimate of the execution time of each task is required,
and is fairly easy to obtain. This situation, however, is not true
for heterogeneous and dynamic systems since an execution

Then, using the Controller module, the task is submitted to

time estimate is required for each task-machine pair, and there

the workflow engine, so that it will be run (Run state). When a

are many factors unique to heterogeneous systems that can

(done

affect the execution time. SchedFlow includes two methods

task completes these steps, it will successfully finish

state) and be put on the done_list. Our system also manages

that can be used to include estimates of execution and

unexpected events, by reacting dynamically.

communication

We basically detect, throughout the

Observer module, two

different events:

times,

(get_com_tO

and

get_comm_tO),

respectively.
Unfortunately, current Workflow Engines do not provide

Suspended Tasks: a task sent to a computing resource may be

such estimates (only some synthetic performance information

interrupted and suspended when local processes are run on the

is provided for available machines). Therefore, execution and

communication time estimates must be computed by external
mechanisms.
mechanism

SchedFlow
based

on

currently

historical

includes

a

information

simple

from

past

As we had hypothesized, we found that no single scheduling
policy

worked

better

for

all

the

scenarios,

therefore

SchedFlow can be a useful tool that allows scientists to obtain

executions and we are currently working on the integration of

better performance when executing their workflows, allowing

a

it to choose the scheduling policy to be used depending on

more

sophisticated

method

based

on

nonparametric

regression techniques [19].

dynamic factors of a particular run.
experimentation

In our experiments we used the rescheduling option of

carried out, we comment on some of the factors that have

SchedFlow, which means that in case of unexpected events

In next section before describing

the

effect on the scheduling policy to choose for a workflow

(suspensions or failures) the associated task is rescheduled and

application.

executed on a different machine.
IV.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND RESULTS

B.

In this section we describe our experiments and the results
that we obtained.

Workjlow

Applications

Montage [17] is an astronomical toolkit for assembling
flexible image transport system (FITS) images into custom

Different factors may affect the choice of scheduling policy
for specific set of tasks belonging to a specific workflow. One
of these factors is the initial workload supplied to the tasks. In
the experiments that we performed, we confirmed that the size
of the workload, strongly influence which scheduling policies
performed better, i.e., resulted in a lower makespan. One of
our objectives was to quantifY this effect by executing two
different applications with the same workload engine and
similar execution environments, and changing the initial
workload and considering different scheduling policies. The
environment was one in which 90% of the machines are the
same for all the executions, while the other 10% may change

mosaics. The Montage workflow is divided into levels (as
seen in Figure 3). Levels 1, 2 and 5 have 12, 23 and 12 nodes,
respectively, while other levels have only one node.
To execute this application it is necessary to include the
input images in FITS format (this is the standard format used
by the astronomical community), with e a header file that
specifies the mosaic type that is to be built.
This workflow operates in three steps. First, input images are
the re-projected; second, re-projected images are refined; and
last, of the re-projected images are superimposed and refined
to obtain the mosaic in JPEG format.

dynamically.

I mProject I

We used SchedFlow to run our experiments on a real cluster
so

these

experiments

went

beyond

the

classical

I mDiffFit I

results

obtained by simulation. With SchedFlow the user-defined
scheduling policies are applied by the desired workflow

mBgModel

scheduling policy workflow engine interface, and it would be
difficult to try a scheduling policy under different engines. So
policy provided

by a workflow

engine,

mlmgtbl

and

therefore pays a price in performance.

A.

1

mBackground I

it is common that the user ends up just using the default
scheduling

I

mConcatFit

engines. Without SchedFlow the user would have to provide a

I

Experimental Environments

mAdd

l

I

I mShrink I

Our experiments were carried out on an opportunistic and

I mJPEG I

non-dedicated environment, composed of 140 Intel-based
computing nodes running Linux Fedora Core 5. According to
the

data

benchmark

provided

by

Condor,

Figure 3: Montage's Workflow.

machine

performance in this environment ranged from 0.25 to 0.75
LIGO

GFlops.
We

used

SchedFlow

for

running

different

scheduling

policies feeding different workflow engines. The scheduling
policies implemented were Random, Min-Min[11], HEFT [8,
9] ,

and BMCT

Taverna,

[10].

Karajan,

and

The workflow engines used were
Condor

DAGMan.

We

ran

our

experiments with two applications, Montage (with 53 tasks)
and LIGO (with 81 tasks), and varied the input workload
(400MB and 1024MB) and studied the effect of the scheduling
policies depending on the workload.

(Laser

Observatory)

is

Interferometer
aimed

at

detecting

Gravitational
gravitational

Wave
waves

produced by violent events in the universe, such as the
collision of two black holes or the explosion of supernovae
[20].
We used a small part of LIGO with 81 nodes, as shown in
Figure 4.

C.

Experimentation and Results

between using a fix and dynamically-chosen scheduling
policy; they also provide insight as to which scheduling policy

We carried out four sets of experiments using the execution
environment above described. In summary, the results from
our experiments showed that we were able to effectively use
different scheduling policies with different workflow engines
in a transparent and flexible way.

is more effective for a given application.
All other aspects of the scenario are kept the same. We still
guarantee 45 machines, and the workload is 400MB. The only
change is that now we can choose between different well
known scheduling policies (min-min [11], HEFT [8, 9] and
BMCT [10]), and the support for rescheduling is managed by
SchedFlow.

The

engines

are

used

for

dependency

management and monitoring. The information provided by the
workflow engine is used by SchedFlow to improve the
makespan. Figure 6 shows us the results obtained.
The engines are used for dependency management and
monitoring. The information provided by the workflow engine

.:..

is used by SchedFlow to improve the makespan. Figure 6
.:..

.: ';,..;.,. '�-.. '..,.

shows us the results obtained.
The results show that when using user-supplied scheduling
policies (instead of the engine default scheduling policy), the

Figure 4: LIGO's Workflow.

makespan is reduced on all workflow engines. This fact
confirms that frameworks like SchedFlow are useful for

Our experiments were designed to study the performance
obtained with different scheduling policies when the initial
workload supplied to the application is changed. Indeed, we
wanted to see the results when changing the initial workload

improving performance, with the benefit of dynamically
selecting the algorithm outweighing the cost of choosing or
rescheduling.

while using the same workflow engine, workflow application

We also noted that, independently from the workflow engine

and scheduling policy. Our performance measure for these

used, the policy that gives best results with the 400 MB

applications makespan, that is, the execution time it takes to

workload is BMCT. The results in DAGMan and Karajan are

run from the first node of the workflow up to the completion

strikingly similar, which seems to indicate that they manage

of the last one.

the applications in a similar fashion, distinctively from that of

Our first scenario consisted of the Montage workflow run on

Taverna. However, the important fact here is that by using

the three different workflow engines considered, Taverna,

more sophisticated policies the makespan is reduced by

DAGMan, and Karajan. In this scenario, we used their default

around 30%.

and very simple-scheduling schemes. This was our reference
point for comparison when we introduced different scheduling
policies and workloads.
For this experiment we used a 400MB workload. We
performed 120 executions of a Montage application with 53
tasks. The corrective measures in the presence of failures are
those provided by the workflow engine, and the execution
environment was stable. That means that we submitted
workflow for execution only if 45 computing resources (out of
a total of 140) were available for our application.
Figure 5 shows the obtained results in the basic case, when
the default scheduling policies of the workload engines were
used. The X axis contains shows the workflow engine used,
and the Y axis is the average makespan for the 120 executions,
shown in seconds (the makespan for the two workloads was in
the range from 5000 to 7300, with a standard deviation of
around 180).
Our next step consisted of running the same experiments,

In the next experiments we varied the input workload from
400MB to 1024MB. Figures 7 and 8 correspond to these
results. It can be seen that the results when using the workflow
engines and their default scheduling policies are in par with
that of the previous ones, of course with much bigger times,
given the bigger initial workload.
However,

when

we perform

the

comparison

with

the

different scheduling policies and SchedFlow, we can see
important changes regarding the results. The first one is that
BMCT is no longer the best policy. HEFT schedules better
when workloads are bigger, as can be seen in Figure 8.
BMCT delivered lower performance because its scheduling
is based in a parameter called rank, which gives priorities to
tasks. If this parameter is not properly adjusted, the policy
works poorly, leading to a worse makespan.
We

repeated

the

but this time using SchedFlow to select the scheduling

application.

policies, These experiments not only provide a comparison

approximately five

same

Though

the

times

experiments
makespan
larger

than

using
for

the
LIGO

LIGO
was

the makespan for

Montage, the results obtained with LIGO when the workload
30000

changed were similar to the ones obtained with the Montage

28000

application. The experiments show that as scheduling policies

26000

are sensitive to initial input workloads, there is not a single
best policy for a given application. With SchedFlow, we were
able to quantify the effect of different scheduling policies on
different

workflow

engines,

therefore

demonstrate

the

potential of our framework. With SchedFlow the user can use
the desired scheduling policies depending on dynamic and
application specific conditions in an transparent and flexible
way. This can be especially useful in dynamic environments
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V.

RELATEDWORK

In this section we review related research in workflow
management, and we review how SchedFlow narrows the

3000

existing gap between scheduling policies for workflows and
workflow engines.

1000

Taverna

DAGMan

Condor DAGMan [6] is a meta-scheduler for Condor. It
Karajan

Workflow engine with differents scheduling policies

Figure 6. Montage execution using SchedFlow with a
workload of 400MB.

manages job dependencies at a higher level than the Condor
Scheduler. Condor DAGMan is a dynamic system that uses a
random

scheduling

policy.

Additionally,

with

Condor

DAGMan it is difficult to execute tasks in a specific order to
minimize the makespan.
In Taverna [10], the workflow manager allows users to
construct complex
located

on

both

analysis workflows from

remote

and

local

machines,

components
run

these

workflows with their own data, and visualized the results. The
scheduling policy of Taverna is heuristic scheduling based on
performance models (CPU speed), which means that tasks are
sent to the machines with better performance.

Karajan [6] is an extensible workflow framework derived
from

GridAnt

[14]

which

supports

loops

of

workflow

SchedFlow allowed us to implement and execute different
scheduling policies (both dynamic and static), as well as

structures. Its default scheduler cycles through a list of

integrate them with different workflow engines in an easy and

available resources and uses the first resource suitable for the

flexible way, therefore significantly narrowing the current gap

given task. The resource search for the next task begins with

existing between scheduling policies and workflow engines.

the resource immediately following the last resource used in
the list. If the end of the list is reached, the search continues
from the beginning of the list. Its fault-tolerance scheme is

SchedFlow

is

available

for

download

at:

http://code.google.com/p/schedflow/.

based on task retries in alternating resources. Karajan does not
support the integration of new scheduling policies. The
resource search for the next task begins with the resource
immediately following the last resource used in the list. If the
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end of the list is reached, the search continues from the
beginning of the list. Its fault-tolerance scheme is based on
task retries in alternating resources. Karajan does not support
the integration of new scheduling policies.
Pegasus [12] is a system that maps an abstract workflow to
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